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SARAS Secure mobile Testing 

Solution: A Whitepaper 

Problem statement 
Originally, test centers were run using leased computers that were manually cleaned-up and 

configured with a secure browser product. This approach had several problems though. We 

were leasing Windows-based computers that may have been infected with malware. 

Cleaning them up was a long process. The process of setting up a test center was manual, 

and couldn’t be automated. This process took a long time and led to high operational 

overheads, leading to a higher cost per test to the end user. 

 

To solve all these problems, we decided to create our own test-taking environment. 

This test taking environment consists of a customized Operating system, manufactured and 

run on a USB Flash drive ensuring maximum portability & security.  

Our solution 
We created a customized Linux distribution that can be placed on cheap USB flash drives. 
The process of setting up a test center is now dead-simple: 
 

1. Plug in the USB drive 
2. Boot the machine from the USB device 
3. Perform a one-time configuration, to set up the network connections and configure 

the OS for the current test. 
4. A secure testing environment will automatically be started next. 
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The testing environment consists of a stripped-down browser, that the test-takers aren’t 

allowed to close. The OS is designed to be secure in nature, while allowing for quick setup 

of test centers with minimal human intervention. 

Security features 

● The stripped-down browser doesn’t have any UI chrome elements like address and 
toolbars. The test-taker is not allowed to open new pages or go to a new website. 

● Closing the browser requires a supervisor password. 
● The test-taker cannot launch any other applications while taking the test. 
● The OS image copied to the USB drive is encrypted, to prevent reverse-engineering. 

Other unique features of our solution 

● The browser used is standards-compliant and supports HTML5. 
● Flash applications can be run within the secure browser as well. 
● Persistence can be enabled, which means that we can deal with intermittent power 

outages. A feature which is invaluable in developing coutries with flaky network 
connectivity and un-scheduled power cuts.  

● The OS can be locked to a specific USB drive, to prevent un-authorized copying. 
● The OS look-and-feel is customizable. 
● As it is a very stripped-down and minimal operating system, it will work on older, 

slower machines as well. 

Benefits  
1. Reduction in operation costs 

No need to do dry runs in test centers to check for compatible OS, browsers, virus, 
etc. Excelsoft’s USB based testing solution can be plugged into any machine to turn 
it into a secure, robust testing center. The reduction in operation costs lead to better 
margins for the testing center or better pricing to the end customer.  

 
2. Ability to scale 

Testing companies can now scale up and take tests in areas which have old PC 

infrastructure and can now be sanitized and ready for a high stake test at short 

notice.  

 

3. Reduce dependency on 3rd party test centers 
Testing companies and 3rd party testing centers can use a pre-approved testing 
device to lower cost of IT support and reduce dependency on centers which are 
expensive to lease.  

 

Need more information or a demo?  
Contact Dev Ramnane at dev.r@excelindia.com or dev@imfinity.com 
 


